What are the challenges facing physicians when prescribing [dosing] opioids, or switching from one opioid to another? In other words, why is there a need for an opioid conversion calculator?

Dr. Brennan: In the 21st century, we’ve come to recognize that people respond differently to different medications. This tool has taken the most current data collected on individual drugs, and provided an easy-to-use, readily available tool for clinicians—whether pharmacists, physicians, or nurses—at the point of care so we can safely and effectively switch patients from one drug to another, with a significant emphasis on safety. Safety is trumping all other efforts with this.

So, why is this necessary? There are a variety of reasons a patient may need to switch opioids: from loss of insurance, change of insurance, or an insurance plan changing its prescription formulary to side effects, etc. Very often patients are sitting in the examination room when a clinician finds out their patient can no longer take a certain medicine. So, by having this Website and this tool, clinicians will be able to—with the patient in the room—do a safe calculation based on the best published and available data. As such, physicians will have the ability to switch their patient from one medication to another that might better benefit the patient in an easy, scientifically based, state-of-the-art approach.
Dr. Perkins: One benefit of the PPM opioid calculator is that it makes calculating equivalent doses very easy. One problem with conversions is knowing the equivalent doses. The conversions can involve complex mathematical equations. The calculator can easily and accurately make these calculations quickly. Another reason for developing an opioid calculator is to address the complexity of converting from a long-acting agent to a shorter-acting agent. For example, morphine is the gold standard—it is what every other opioid is compared to. Some of the opioids have much longer half-lives than morphine, and people don’t realize that. If you’re transitioning from an opioid with a long half-life to something like morphine with a short half-life, there are risks involved, and you need to be aware of those risks to avoid respiratory depression. We have outlined these risks under the “Tips and Warnings” sections when conversions to or from a specific opioid are performed.

What are some of the safety issues surrounding opioid dosing?

Dr. Fudin: There are a number of issues. One issue is inter-patient variability, not only among populations—for example, an Asian versus Caucasian population—but also physiological differences between those populations (polymorphism). But besides that, there are genetic differences even within populations. So, for instance, if you convert from one opioid to another, even if it was an exact science, when you convert to the desired opioid, the patient may actually need a far, far lower dose. So, even if we could create a perfect calculator, there are still going to be inter- and intra-patient variables the prescriber needs to consider. That’s a huge challenge.

Dr. Perkins: I agree. One of the things we’ve learned in the last 25 years is different people have different sensitivities not only to side effects, but to potencies of drugs. And that’s based on a number of genetic and experiential factors. So, we recognize that, and have incorporated a number of warnings and provisos into the new tool. We have given some flexibility to the clinician that will allow for a safe switch or rotation from one drug to another. What’s been done is that, based on size of the patient, and based on best published data on the relative strengths of drugs, a safety level has been built in to err on the side of caution for converting from drug A to drug B.

On top of that, we’ve given clinicians added wiggle room to make it an even more conservative conversion. This is vital, because most clinicians have had inadequate training on how to switch drug doses. The tools that have been in doctors’ offices mostly are tools developed by pharmaceutical companies to allow one brand of narcotic to be switched to another brand of narcotic. Well, those are one-way conversions. So, by giving clinicians an unbiased, non-branded kind of format [which includes all opioids], we think we’re enabling them to make safer and easier switches with this algorithm and formula.

Dr. Perkins: We tried to be conservative with dosing, especially when switching to a long-acting agent like fentanyl transdermal patches. Patches can be a convenient method of drug delivery because they don’t require IV access and patients don’t have to swallow a pill. If you start at a conservative dose, you can always supplement with as-needed medication, but if you start with too high of a dose, you can’t get it back. So, we tried to provide conservative, yet reasonable, dosing—not too conservative, so patients won’t get pain control, but conservative enough to take side effect profiles into account.

Is the calculator then useful for physicians who might be initiating pain medications in an opioid-naïve patient?

Dr. Fudin: Absolutely. In fact, as Dr. Brennan noted, many of the current guidelines for opioid dosing have starting doses that are not very conservative at all. The one prime example is methadone. Therefore, methadone should only be prescribed by a physician who is thoroughly trained in its use. In many guidelines—which can be found on the Internet, in textbooks, and in journals—the starting dose of methadone is listed as 10 to 20 mg every eight hours in an opioid-naïve patient. The reason for that is because that’s what appeared in the PDR [Physicians’ Desk Reference] many years ago and the companies that first manufactured methadone used that dose.

Well, we now recognize that if you start an opioid-naïve patient on that dose, it could be fatal. With our calculator, instead of 10 to 20 mg every eight hours, if you want to get the correct dose of methadone for an adult patient weighing 50 kg or greater, it’s going to tell you 10 to 20 mg in 3-4 divided doses over 24 hours. So, in other words, instead of giving an answer of 20 mg three times a day, you’re going to get an answer that’s about 25% of that.

A far as I can tell, and I’ve looked at seven different calculators, the other calculators are basing their doses on old information that has been accumulated through the years and has become habit. What we did for the initial dosing is base it on the most conservative starting point.
Let’s talk a little more about methadone. I understand that Dr. Fudin created a unique formula for how to convert patients from any opioid to methadone. Dr. Fudin, can you explain a little bit about how you developed this formula and why it’s unique?

Dr. Fudin: Sure. Most conversions are based on a model developed by Ripamonti et al and published in 1998.1 Basically, the calculations he developed required clinicians to use a lower methadone ratio as the dose of morphine increased. In other words, the higher the morphine dose, the less methadone needed to replace it. For example, if a patient was taking between 0 and 90 mg of morphine or its equivalent in another drug, the conversion ratio to methadone was 3.7:1; for 91 mg to 300 mg of morphine or its equivalent, the conversion ratio to methadone was 7.75:1; and for 301 mg to infinity of morphine equivalents, it was 12.25:1. Over the years, a lot of people used variations of that formulation.

When I graphed out this formula, I noticed that when the curve got to 90 mg, it dropped and then started to go up again, and as it got to 300 mg, it just dropped (see Figure 1). I was thinking, “How does the body know I took 90 or 91 mg of morphine, and when it got to 91 mg, all of a sudden, it dropped?” It didn’t make sense.

So, my son Jason, who was an engineering student at McGill University at the time, and I came up with a formula that eliminated these dips in the graph (see Figure 2). Now, the graph goes up gradually from lower to higher doses, and even beyond 300 mg. We called it the Methadone Fudin Factor. To test its accuracy, we conducted a retrospective study (unpublished) several years ago in more than 100 patients. It seemed to be right on the money. This different formula really makes this calculator unique in terms of methadone conversions (see Figure 3).

Dr. Perkins: Methadone is very, very tricky for a number of reasons. As you take methadone, the half-life changes and it accumulates in the body. As Dr. Fudin pointed out, depending on the equivalent number of milligrams of morphine you were on, you would use a different formula to calculate the dose of methadone to switch to. So, switching to methadone is very complicated. And, again, methadone is one of those agents that’s used for hospice patients, because it’s very inexpensive, it has a long half-life so you don’t have to give it that often, and it comes in a variety of forms. How do you know what dose to switch to when the literature gives you three different values depending on the dose of morphine? What do you do if the dose of morphine is between 90 mg and 100 mg? Well, the equation that Dr. Fudin and his son developed takes all of that into account, without leaving a gap in between the recommendation, which is really unique.
I noticed that the calculator will provide a warning statement if a requested dosage is too high.

Dr. Perkins: Correct. There are some opioids with maximum doses, like codeine, because they are not pure agonists like morphine. With codeine, for example, there is no increased efficacy above a certain point, and patients experience more side effects, so we have cut the calculator off at that maximum dose. Another example is hydrocodone, which is almost always combined with acetaminophen (Tylenol). So, what we did is cut it off so that you can’t exceed the FDA-recommended daily allowance of Tylenol. The calculator will alert you that this is the maximum dose and to supplement with another opioid.

What other unique features were included in the calculator?

Dr. Perkins: I think the fact that every result includes not only the conversion result, but also a vast amount of other data, such as starting dose, maximum daily dose, dosage intervals, peak, onset, pharmacokinetic data, pharmacodynamic data, etc. This is very different from any other calculator, and it is extremely easy to use.

Dr. Fudin: I agree. It’s extremely easy to use and straightforward, unlike some of the other calculators that just provide a morphine equivalent, but don’t convert it to something else. For example, if you convert an opioid to transdermal fentanyl, the PPM calculator will tell you in red text, “This is the 24-hour dose. You need to divide by 24 hours to get micrograms per hour.”

Another unique feature is that you can add up to three opioids into the calculator, and it really doesn’t matter whether they’re long acting or short acting because everything is done in 24-hour increments. For example, take a patient who is currently on the equivalent of 60 mg of morphine every eight hours, extended release (180 mg/day). The calculator allows you to put in the morphine dose, the fentanyl dose, and the oxycodone dose. Let’s say you want to change to something completely different. You want to change to methadone or you want to change to fentanyl, because you don’t want the patient on three separate drugs. You select the drug you want...
to convert them to, and the calculator will give you the dosage calculation, or what it will allow you to reduce the dose for cross-tolerance. Since many people believe it is appropriate to decrease the dose by 25% to 50% when switching agents, they are afforded this option. If you want to reduce the dosage, you can select a percentage, and the calculator will give you the equivalent dose at, say, a 25% reduction. Or, if you just want see the real number, you can choose “No Dose Reduction,” and it will give you the medical equivalent of all those drugs into the single drug you want to convert it to. Then you can go back and give any percentage you want. All these features are unique to the PPM opioid calculator.

**PPM**

**The calculator launched a few weeks ago. How’s the response been so far?**

**Dr. Fudin:** Fantastic. I’ve received calls and e-mails from colleagues across the country who are finding it to be extremely helpful. They comment about the ease with which they can now make calculations; they appreciate the warnings, tips, and the abundance of other data that is presented; and they like the calculator’s flexibility, such as it can reduce doses for tolerance, and modify starting doses based on the patient’s weight. They are also happy about our last-minute decision to include transdermal buprenorphine; that presented quite a challenge because of its “partial agonist” activity and kappa antagonist properties. The science is such that we needed to set different parameters for convert “to” versus converting “from” buprenorphine and we needed to add a number of warnings, some of which pop up in red.
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**Methadone should only be prescribed by a physician who is thoroughly trained in its use.**